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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
14 pages
12,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Fleurs !

Hervé Tullet’s latest creation specially designed for babies.

Key Features
• Books to fold and unfold in all directions, to place, touch and explore in three
dimensions

• A new series intended for babies to 3-year-olds.

• Multicoloured flowers, tinted Rhodoids to watch colours mix and a mirror to
reflect them…

Contents
Books that present panoramas, books to observe and contemplate, to handle and 
try out new things, book kiddies will enjoy handling!

This new series offers a sensorial approach and a fascinating feast for young eyes!

A format that encourages handling (folding and unfolding, looking at the right way 
up or upside down …)

A transformable book (on the ground, on the table, on the knees…)



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
14 pages
12,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Formes !
Hervé Tullet

Hervé Tullet’s latest creation specially designed for babies.

Key Features
• Books to fold and unfold in all directions, to place, touch and explore in three 
dimensions

• A new series intended for babies to 3-year-olds.

• Shapes that fit into each other or play at hide and seek with a mirror to admire 
their reflections…

Contents
Books that present panoramas, books to observe and contemplate, to handle and 
try out new things, book kiddies will enjoy handling!

This new series offers a sensorial approach and a fascinating feast for young eyes!

A format that encourages handling (folding and unfolding, looking at the right way 
up or upside down …)

A transformable book (on the ground, on the table, on the knees…)

Author, Illustrator
Hervé Tullet
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

100 x 100 mm
40 pages
4,90 €
From 1 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Mon premier imagier - La maison
Martin BOUR

The first picture book for toddlers to help them recognize and 
name objects around the house.

Key Features
• A well-adapted object for toddlers

• An attractive price

Contents
A soft toy, a bed, a shoe, a bib… 20 daily objects to recognise and name in a cute 
board book.

Illustrator
Martin BOUR



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

165 x 160 mm
24 pages
4,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Les animaux
Ninie / Jeanne Boyer

"Mes tout premiers docs", the new non-fiction series for cu-
rious 2-4-year-olds!

Key Features
• Sun, sea and animals … Global themes that broadly cover the child’s universe: 
what they observe, things they touch, things they experience for the first time.

• Small format, tear-proof paper and rounded corners: perfectly adapted for little 
hands!

• A linear, short text and readable, descriptive pictures adapted for 2-4-year-olds.

Contents
To gently guide the growing child and be a companion in their discovery of the 
world around them.To help them to establish the relation between their daily life 
and their environment: that is the mission of the series ‘Mes tout premiers docs’!

Illustrator
Ninie

Author
Jeanne Boyer



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

165 x 160 mm
24 pages
4,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN  

TODDLERS Mes tout premiers docs

The new non-fiction series for curious 2-4-year-olds!

Key Features
• Information transmitted in the reassuring context of a narrative.

• Global themes that embrace the child’s universe: they observe, understand, 
memorise.

• Easily understandable pictures and descriptions to enrich the text

• Production adapted to little hands: small format, 24 tear-proof paper pages, a 
cover with rounded corners.

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

La maison

La mer

Le soleil

Les animaux



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

145 x 145 mm
22 pages
5,50 €
From 1 years old

Basque, English (GB)

BAYARD  

TODDLERS Mes albums Montessori
Emmanuelle HOUSSAIS / Charlotte POUSSIN

"The child is not a vase to be filled, but a source we must 
allow to spring forth." Maria Montessori. A series to support 
children in their first 3 years of daily life, following the methods 
of Montessori.

Key Features
• 9 double pages of stories, 1 double page of advice.

• Each moment of the day is treated realistically, with illustrations, detailed explana-
tions and formulas that will inspire parents.

Contents

Number of titles available : 10

Le petit déjeuner

Maxime déjeune

Maxime et Romy aiment "faire tout seul"

Maxime et Romy aiment la géographie

Maxime joue

Maxime prend son bain

Maxime s'habille

Maxime se couche

Maxime se réveille

Maxime va au parc

Illustrator
Emmanuelle HOUSSAIS
Emmanuelle Houssais grew up surrounded by books, pencils and 
brushes. Nowadays she is Nantes-based graphic designer and 
illustrator. Her picture books have been published by Editions du 
Ricochet ("Sous mes pieds", "La p'tite mer bleue", "Où est donc ma 
maison?")

Author
Charlotte POUSSIN
Charlotte Poussin is a Montessori teacher and a graduate of the 
Association Montessori Internationale. Her best-seller "Apprends-
moi à faire seul, la pédagogie Montessori expliquée aux parents" 
(Eyrolles, 2011) has been translated into several languages.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
12,00 €
From 1 years old

TOURBILLON

TODDLERS Mes animaux tout doux du jardin
Xavier Deneux

Blanc Noir’ – a series of books for the very young 

After the huge success of Mes Animaux tout doux comes a 
poetic picture book with garden animals to touch and feel

Key Features
• Materials to touch and feel

• Lovable, poetic illustrations by Xavier Deneux play on strong contrast: black and 
white with just a few touches of colour to stimulate visual awakening.

Contents
In the garden, a slug meets a snail, a butterfly lands on a hedgehog’s snout while 
the ants stock up on food. 

A picture book with animals to touch and feel.

Author
Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He 
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma 
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters 
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration. 
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by 
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.
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FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
16 pages
12,50 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Les émotions
Xavier Deneux

Feelings:a campelling topic illustrated in a poetic way. A sen-
sitive and original approach.

Key Features
• "Emotions":a key topic in children’s books of recent months

Contents
Feelings:a campelling topic illustrated in a poetic way. A sensitive and original 
approach.

Illustrator
Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He 
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma 
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters 
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration. 
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by 
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 200 mm
16 pages
12,90 €
From 1 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Bravo, petits doigts ! 
Tristan Mory

One little finger that tickles, two little fingers that pinch, three 
little fingers that climb up… 

Five little fingers to animate, making babies smile and stimu-
lating their imagination!

Key Features
• An astute and tender book with holes to animate with the fingers.

• A tender moment of parent-child affection to share.

Contents
Around 6 months, babies start to use and coordinate their hands and their fingers 
to discover their bodies and the world around them. To help them develop this 
motricity while sharing a moment of fun, this new interactive game/book is anima-
ted by the fingers.

Tiny tots will be fascinated by the mime reading. Older children can make the 
movements, developing their motor skills, language and acquisition of basic 
notions.

Author
Tristan Mory



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

195 x 240 mm
10 pages
18,00 €
From 2 years old

English (World)

BAYARD

TODDLERS COFFRET Badaboum patatras
XAVIER DENEUX / Bartélémi Baou

Little animal figurines and a stunning picture book to play ‘Ka-
boom-Crash-Bang!’ again and again!

Key Features
• 8 x 3D animals to play with

• A beautiful gift presentation, thick board figurines (10mm and 20 mm) and a book 
with a big flap

• The graphic universe of Xavier Deneux

Contents
The hilarious adventure of the animals that wanted to play ‘Kaboom-Crash-Bang!’ 
With 8 animal figurines to bring the characters in the book to life, play at Kaboom! 
Crash! Bang! and invent even more stories!

All alone in the forest, the gorilla is bored… so he says to himself, ‘What if I go and 
play Kaboom-Crash-Bang! with the zebra? 

This story is constructed like a chain tale, naming the animals one by one and 
following their adventures full of pitfalls, treating the notion of mutual help and 
discovering what a real ‘KABOOM-CRASH-BANG!’ really is!

This book encourages manipulation and the development of motor skills.

Illustrator
XAVIER DENEUX
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris’s 18th 
arrondissement. 
He graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a 
diploma from ESAG,
 he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters and decors. 
He then decided to devote his talents to illustration. 
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by 
Editions Nathan, Milan et Tourbillon.

Author
Bartélémi Baou



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 210 mm
18 pages
15,20 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Cap de nous faire rire ?
Nathalie Choux

A sound book with 7 chips hidden in the pages to make ani-
mals laugh… as well as youngsters!

From the delicate giggle of the ladybird to the wolf’s loud guf-
faw, a range of irresistible – and infectious - laughter!

Key Features
• the sound chips are hidden in the pages beneath the illustrations. If the child sim-
ply tickles the animal, it starts laughing!7 chips: 7 peals of laughter!

Contents
A sound book with 7 chips hidden in the pages to make animals laugh… as well as 
youngsters!

From the delicate giggle of the ladybird to the wolf’s loud guffaw, a range of irresis-
tible – and infectious - laughter!

Illustrator
Nathalie Choux



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 125 mm
20 pages
10,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Cache-cache Cocotte
NATHALIE DESFORGES / Raphaële Frier

A roly-poly book + an interactive story for playtime with Co-
cotte, Rico, and their surprise egg!

Key Features
• A roly-poly book like Ronron and Fripon; stand it up and it rocks from side to side!

• A picture book for playtime: Cocotte asks the reader to help her hide her egg.

• An attractive book and toy, the ideal Easter gift!

Contents
Rico the rooster wants to brood Cocotte’s egg. She won’t hear of it!

In this zany but tender story, we join in the crazy chase between Cocotte – who’s 
determined to protect her egg – and Rico who’s trying to catch her!

Lots of laughter in this lively story by Raphaële Frier, with Nathalie Desforges’ 
brightly coloured illustrations. 

Illustrator
NATHALIE DESFORGES
Nathalie Desforges graduated in visual communication (ENSAAMA 
Paris) then went on to Strasbourg to study illustration (Arts 
décoratifs). She draws and writes for the press (Les Belles Histoires, 
Tralalire...) and several children’s publishers (Milan, Nathan, 
Casterman, l'École des loisirs...).

Author
Raphaële Frier
Raphaëlle Frier, a teacher who lives in Marseille, published her first 
children’s book in 2009. She has authored several novels, picture 
books and non-fiction. Ronron and Fripon is her first picture book 
for the very young. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 125 mm
20 pages
10,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Ronron et Fripon
Raphaële Frier / NATHALIE DESFORGES

A roly-poly book + an interactive story to play with Ronron 
and Fripon!

Key Features
• A book just like a roly-poly toy: place it on its rounded edge, it always rolls back 
into position!

• A picture book to play with: you can stroke, tickle and feed the cats… and when 
they go to bed, lull them to sleep by rocking the book!

• A book and an enjoyable toy with dynamic, brightly coloured illustrations from 
Nathalie Desforges.

Contents
Stroke Ronron and Fripon, give them snacks and when they’re tired then kiss them 
goodnight!

Author
Raphaële Frier
Raphaëlle Frier, a teacher who lives in Marseille, published her first 
children’s book in 2009. She has authored several novels, picture 
books and non-fiction. Ronron and Fripon is her first picture book 
for the very young. 

Illustrator
NATHALIE DESFORGES
Nathalie Desforges graduated in visual communication (ENSAAMA 
Paris) then went on to Strasbourg to study illustration (Arts 
décoratifs). She draws and writes for the press (Les Belles Histoires, 
Tralalire...) and several children’s publishers (Milan, Nathan, 
Casterman, l'École des loisirs...).



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

150 x 110 mm
12 pages
5,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS L'arbre
Aki / Carole Serrat / Laurent Stopnicki

A new series: initiation to yoga and relaxation for kiddies from 
the age of 2!

Key Features
• Helps the very young to develop self-confidence and concentration.

• Each title is devoted to one easy-to do yoga pose or meditation.

• Simple instructions, step by step for the whole exercise.

• A practical, compact format (15 x11 cm) and a competitive price.

Contents
A new series: initiation to yoga and relaxation for kiddies from the age of 2!

Illustrator
Aki

Author
Carole Serrat

Author
Laurent Stopnicki



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

150 x 110 mm
12 pages
5,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN  

TODDLERS Relax Sessions

‘Relax sessions’ – a new series of relaxation books for all 
ages, written and put to music by two authors who are well-
known sophrologists and musicians: Carole Serrat and Lau-
rent Stopnicki

Key Features
• A book + CD of 15 songs to sing and experience like little relaxation exercises for 
children from the age of four, organised at various times of the day.

• Each song is devoted to a precise moment of the day: awakening, before eating, 
concentrating before going to bed, when you’re feeling sad or angry, etc.

Contents

Number of titles available : 6

L'arbre

L'arc-en-ciel

La grenouille

La musique de mes émotions 

Le chat

Mes petits moments de relaxation (pour la vie de tous les jours)



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 190 mm
32 pages
8,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD  

TODDLERS Le yoga des petits

Yoga for kiddies, to feel good in body and mind!

Key Features
• A new series

• Each book shows new poses presented in clearly identified themes: 

Have fun as you become suppler / Gain self-confidence / Learn how to breathe /
Control your emotions.

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

100% yoga des petits

Je m'assouplis en m'amusant

Je trouve la confiance en moi



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Autour du monde
BEN NEWMAN

Discover the variety of landscapes around the world in 5 
board games.

Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're 
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child 
can enjoy all alone!

• Robust production, easy to handle.

• Milan asked Ben Newman to illustrate this title. He brings us 5 brightly coloured 
"universes", richly detailed to keep young players captivated.

Contents
An all-board game book for kiddies aged 2+. Five board games on the 'Landscapes 
around the world' theme to discover. On each double page, a big illustrated scene 
that the child must observe to find certain elements. The child turns two wheels: 
one to choose from 4 different elements, the other to choose from 4 colors.

Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while 
enriching their vocabulary.

Landscapes to discover: ice floe, a big town in America, the African savanna, South-
East Asia, the Pacific islands.

Illustrator
BEN NEWMAN
Over the years, Ben Newman has developed his unique aesthetics. 
His style is a contemporary fusion of bold shapes, bright colours 
and funny characters. He has worked for many firms: the Tate 
Modern, the New York Times, BBC Radio 4, Google and the 
New Yorker. In the literary domain, his major creation today is 
Professor Astro Cat, published by Editions Flying Eye Books, then 
by Gallimard in France. It has been translated into 18 languages. 
He works as an independent illustrator, but he also takes part in 
conferences in various English and European universities.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

Dutch, English (World), Italian

MILAN

ACTIVITIES Les saisons 
Philip Giordano

Milan Editions launch a new series of all-board game-books: 
"Seek and Find." To play, the child must turn the wheels on 
each board game, then look for the indicated elements in a 
big scene.

Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're 
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child 
can enjoy all alone!

• Robust production, easy to handle.

• Philip Giordano's geometric, brightly coloured illustrations embellish an elegant 
"seek and find" theme.

Contents
An all-board game book for kiddies aged 2+. Five board games on the 'seasons' 
theme to discover. On each double page, a big illustrated scene that the child must 
observe to find certain elements. The child turns two wheels: one to choose from 
4 different animals, the other to choose from 4 colors. 

Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while 
enriching their vocabulary. 

Illustrator
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the 
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, 
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

Dutch, English (World), Flemish, 
Flemish, Italian, Serbian, Slove-
nian

MILAN  

TODDLERS Tourne roulettes 

Milan Editions launch a new series of all-board game-books: 
"Seek and Find." To play, the child must turn the wheels on 
each board game, then look for the indicated elements in a 
big scene.

Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're 
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child 
can enjoy all alone!

• Robust production, easy to handle.

• Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while 
enriching their vocabulary.

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

Au petit marché

Autour du monde

Les saisons 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 180 mm
12 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Mon livre sonore des animaux de 
la ferme à caresser
Cocklico

The first non-fiction book to combine the gesture (stroking) 
and sound, to get to know farm animals and their young.

Key Features
• Use of 2 different gestures

Contents
A book with sound tells you what to do, stroke the animals and listen to their cries!

Illustrator
Cocklico



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 180 mm
12 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD  

TODDLERS Mon livre sonore à caresser

The first non-fiction book to combine the gesture (stroking) 
and sound, to get to know farm animals and their young.

Key Features
• Use of 2 different gestures

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Mon livre sonore des animaux de la ferme à caresser

Mon livre sonore des animaux familiers à caresser



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 186 mm
96 pages
14,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

ACTIVITIES Je fais des gâteaux moi-même 
avec les mains en 10 minutes
Elena Seleniene

Enjoy messing around, hands-on cooking, making shapes!

Key Features
• Fun recipes to make with your hands! Even the very young can make their first 
cakes with a technique they know and love: playing with dough.

• This book is cleverly designed: the cover folds back to make an easel, like the 
cover of an iPad, and the laminated pages can be wiped clean.

Contents
Enjoy messing around, hands-on cooking, making shapes!

Illustrator
Elena Seleniene



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

275 x 320 mm
96 pages
12,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

ACTIVITIES Le livre avec un trou
HERVE TULLET

New edition of a book by Hervé Tullet – a book with a hole – 
and lots of activities to enjoy!

Key Features
• An author whose name has become a reference for tiny tots’ activities.

• A book and an amusing, exciting object that invites children to colour, draw, 
sculpt, arrange scenes, imitate and play, alone or with friends.

• A little notebook to let kiddies develop their creativity more fully.

Contents
A book, a hole, and lots of ideas to have fun! 

But look! There’s a hole in the page… what can that be?

A magnifying glass? A mouth? An eye? A plate? A pool? Or a basket for playing 
basketball? There are so many possibilities… for kiddies to imagine and draw! 

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 280 mm
208 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

ACTIVITIES Livre de coloriages
HERVE TULLET

Invention, creation and fantasy – this is Hervé Tullet’s take on 
the colouring book

Key Features
• The ideal book to develop every child’s creative potential.

• 208 pages to colour

Contents
This surprising colouring book is an invitation to create and have fun with colours 
as it has never been done before. 

Are you up to the challenge? 

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 240 mm
18 pages
11,90 €

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les délicieuses odeurs des fruits 
et des légumes (hiver) 
Véronique Petit

My Big Picture Book of Smells

This picture book has a special theme: foods and their smells, 
a companion for the very young as they discover the world 
thanks to an original sensorial approach: their sense of smell!

Key Features
• 10 smells for an original sensorial experience!

• Rub the illustrations to release the fragrance: children can repeat the gesture as 
often as they wish.

Contents
A picture book to smell!

This intensive experience of smells will enrich everyday vocabulary of winter fruits 
and vegetables: pumpkins, walnuts, bananas, mandarins…

The olfactory approach sets up an original process of memorisation rarely 
exploited, which facilitates learning. 

Point out, name/listen, then smell… tiny tots perceive another dimension to 
assimilate the world around them more completely.

Author
Véronique Petit



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 240 mm
20 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD  

NON FICTION Mon grand imagier des odeurs

My Big Picture Book of Smells

This picture book has a special theme: foods and their smells, 
a companion for the very young as they discover the world 
thanks to an original sensorial approach: their sense of smell!

Key Features
• 10 smells for an original sensorial experience!

• Rub the illustrations to release the fragrance: children can repeat the gesture as 
often as they wish.

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

Les délicieuses odeurs des fruits et des légumes (hiver) 

Les odeurs étonnantes du marché

Les surprenantes odeurs de la plage



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 260 mm
12 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN  

NON FICTION Mes docs en forme

“Mes docs en forme” – a new series of non-fiction picture 
books. A hundred pictures with captions to discover and 
name the world of dinosaurs: herbivorous, carnivorous, and 
the other animals that lived alongside them.

Key Features
• An all-boards book, die-cut in a shape suitable for each title. Big format, robust 
and easy to handle.

• Precise illustrations on a white background to facilitate comprehension; rich and 
accurate vocabulary to learn to name the animals.

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

Le chantier

Le monde

Les dinosaures

Les pompiers



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
14,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les dangers dans la maison - Je 
fais attention
Anne-Sophie  Baumann  / Sébastien FRÉMONT / Coline citron

Kiddies’ very first book to show dangerous domestic situa-
tions and help warn against them. Simple gestures children 
can do to prevent risks in the home.

Key Features
• A pop-up book to make children aware of everyday hazards, without dramatizing 
them.

Contents
With this book, children memorize things to do in their everyday life and the situa-
tions to avoid.

The reader can handle them alone, controlling the danger, or tell an adult when 
danger occurs in:

- the kitchen (dangerous products in the cupboard, a saucepan)

- the living room (electric fittings, open windows)

- dining room (peanuts, forks and pointed instruments, very hot food, etc.)

- the bathroom (medicine cupboard, a bath...)

- the garden with a little inflatable pool (not to run on damp grass, careful not to 
fall in the pool, wear water wings in a deep swimming pool, take care around a 
barbecue, apply cream and wear a sunhat when the sun is strong).

Author
Anne-Sophie  Baumann 

Author
Sébastien FRÉMONT

Illustrator
Coline citron



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

185 x 270 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Le livre animé des trains
Sophie PRÉNAT / Vinciane SCHLEEF

From the buzz of the station to discovering how the rails 
works by looking inside different types of train… We’re off for 
a great journey on the railway!

Key Features

Contents
From the buzz of the station to discovering how the rails works by looking inside 
different types of train… We’re off for a great journey on the railway!

Author
Sophie PRÉNAT

Illustrator
Vinciane SCHLEEF



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 265 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

Castilian, English (World), 
Japanese

BAYARD

NON FICTION Le livre animé des animaux de la 
savane 
Aurélie Verdon / Sophie Dussaussois

A pop-up book that takes you to the heart of the savannah !

Key Features
• Discover and learn by playing and operating.

• Theme children love.

• Spectacular pop-ups

Contents
17 animations and 2 big pop-ups to discover the daily life of animals that live in the 
savannah. 

Illustrator
Aurélie Verdon
After completing a course specialising in animated films at the 
Ecole Supérieure Arts Appliqués et Textile in Roubaix, Aurélie 
Verdon did a master's in the conception of scientific illustrations at 
the Ecole Estienne in Paris. Her clients include the Paris Orchestra, 
The Paris observatory, Inra, Universcience, SNCF, Vinci, Quelle 
Histoire...

Author
Sophie Dussaussois



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 265 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Czech, Slovak

BAYARD  

NON FICTION Anim'Passion

A non-fiction pop-up series with lots to learn for children ages 
4 and up. A generous number of pop-up features, detailed 
information in the illustrations.

Key Features
• Discover and learn by playing and operating.

• Themes children love.

• Spectacular pop-ups.

Contents

Number of titles available : 7

Le livre animé de Paris

Le livre animé de l'hôpital 

Le livre animé des animaux de la savane 

Le livre animé des pompiers de New York

Le livre animé des trains

Le livre animé du spationaute

Les dinosaures



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

205 x 245 mm
18 pages
22,50 €
From 5 years old

English (World)

BAYARD

NON FICTION Le grand livre animé de la Terre
Pierrick Graviou / DIDIER BALICEVIC / Anne-Sophie  Baumann 

Over 35 pop-ups to know everything about the Earth!

Key Features
• More than 20 000 copies sold during the last year (+47%)!

• Original and detailed illustrations

• Generous format and animations

Contents
This generous animated book will satistfy the most curious kids by answering the 
following questions:

How are volcanoes formed? What's in the center of the Earth? How are mountains 
formed? Where is the rain going? How to we predict the weather forecast? 

Author
Pierrick Graviou

Illustrator
DIDIER BALICEVIC

Author
Anne-Sophie  Baumann 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 330 mm
20 pages
21,50 €
From 5 years old

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION Le grand livre animé de la 
mythologie grecque
Juliette Vinci / Olivier Latyk

40 pop-ups to discover the story of Greek mythology!

Key Features
• More than 20 0000 copies sold during the last year (+47%) !

• Original and detailed illustations

• Generous format and animations

Contents
A pop-up book full of surprises to know everything about Greek mythology. This 
generous animated book will satisfy the most curious kids by answering the fol-
lowing questions :  

Who is Zeus ? How did Cronos became the master of the World ? How do Gods 
and Goddesses live ? What are their powers ? Why did Hercule achieved the 12 
labors ? and many other questions...

Author
Juliette Vinci

Illustrator
Olivier Latyk



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 330 mm
20 pages
21,50 €
From 5 years old

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Croatian, Danish, Dutch, English 
(World), Finnish, Flemish, Ger-
man, Hungarian, Italian, Ja-
panese, Norwegian, Portuguese, 
Russian, Serbian, Slovenian, 
Spanish (World), Swedish

TOURBILLON  

NON FICTION Anim'Action

Rich and complete animated books gathering all technics 
things that kids will want to know !

Let's play with the flaps, slide zips and wheels...

Key Features
• A pop-up book full of surprises to discover the world around.

• Rich and informative book that gives detailed view about themes children love.

• A book that will satisfy even the most curious of kids.

Contents

Number of titles available : 9

Aéroport et avions animés

Batir, les grands chantiers animés

Château fort animé

Dans la ville animée

Engins et machines animés

La grande histoire animée des vêtements

Le grand livre animé de la mythologie grecque

Le grand livre animé des chevaux

Le grand livre de l'Espace animé



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 280 mm
32 pages
18,00 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Secrète savane
Vincent Berthou / Emmanuelle Figueras

Plunge into the savanna thanks to the laser die-cuts in this 
original book with its poetic story.  As though hidden in nature 
for one day, we see this well-known universe in a new light.

Key Features
• A popular theme: the animals of the savanna

• Stylised drawing, elegant illustrations

• A big format to enjoy the die-cuts to the full, and an author who specializes in 
animals

Contents
What goes on at night, or in the early morning, in the savanna? With this elegant 
play on chiaroscuro, we discover the life of the inhabitants, enhanced by the poetic 
narration.

Illustrator
Vincent Berthou

Author
Emmanuelle Figueras
A nature-loving journalist and a non-fiction author, Emmanuelle 
Figueras writes regulary for the press and is the author of works 
such as "L'Anthologie des ours" (Delachaux & Niestlé).



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

224 x 273 mm
16 pages
15,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Mon atlas animé du ciel et de 
l'espace
Bertrand FICHOU / Sébastien IGLESIAS / Aurélien CANTOU

An attractive animated book to discover the sky and space. 

Six giant fold-outs with flaps and fact-filled pages – an invita-
tion to enter the fascinating world of astrology!

Key Features
• A topical theme.

• An initiation through play.

Contents
There are two ways to enjoy this beautiful atlas: firstly, the texts written by a scien-
tific journalist convey the rich and complex nature of space completed by enter-
taining, didactic illustrations. Secondly, the fold-out pages with captivating big 
pictures plunge kiddies into the heart of the universe! Flaps and booklets invite 
children to learn more…   

Author
Bertrand FICHOU
Bertrand Fichou is an editor-in-chief of magazines Youpi and 
Images doc of the Bayard Group. He has written many books, 
including Le P'tit dico des mots des grands, Sciences pas bêtes 
- Goût des Sciences Prize 2015, La p'tite encyclo de l'histoire du 
monde (Bayard Editions), etc.

Illustrator
Sébastien IGLESIAS

Illustrator
Aurélien CANTOU



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
112 pages
14,90 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les questions des petits sur les 
parents
Anouk Ricard / Marie AUBINAIS / Thierry MANÈS

Family bonds, love, conception, quarrels, separations... A 
book that helps answer the questions 5-8-year-olds ask 
about parents.

Key Features
• Essential questions treated through tales and comics.

Contents
Important even to young children, these existential questions merit all our atten-
tion.

Through five tales from different world cultures, this book encourages young rea-
ders to think about their parents, being a child, their place in the family... Comics 
help open a dialogue and deepen reflections.

- Why must we obey parents? (education, transmission, authority...)

- Why do parents want to have babies? (parents’ love, building a family...)

- Why can’t I marry my dad? (family bonds, Oedipus complex...)

- Why do parents quarrel? (disputes, separation, divorce...)

- When I grow up, can I go on living with mum and dad? (growing up, becoming 
an adult, autonomy, emancipation…)

Illustrator
Anouk Ricard

Author
Marie AUBINAIS
Marie Aubinais lives in Maine-et-Loire near Angers. She was an 
editor with Pomme d’Api, writing the monthly stories of Little 
Brown Bear for more than 20 years. She still writes them today as 
an independent author. She was also editor-in-chief of Mille et une 
histoires magazine and has worked for a number of publishers.

Illustrator
Thierry MANÈS



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

165 x 210 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION D'où je viens ? Le petit livre pour 
parler de toutes les familles
ISABELLE MAROGER / STEPHANIE DUVAL / SERGE HEFEZ

Traditional families, stepfamilies, single-parent, homoparen-
tal, adoptive, foster families... this book presents all types of 
families to treat issues of identity and filiation.

Key Features
• A down-to-earth book in the form of six comics offering a broad treatment of 
themes related to the family:

filiation, transmission, identity...

Contents
In a fast-moving world, the 21st century family is evolving. The traditional mum/
dad/children schema is not the only one possible... Other models exist: the single-
parent family, the stepfamily, the homoparental family, the adoptive and the foster 
family...

Every child experiences a different situation.

Female emancipation, the increase of divorces, medically assisted procreation... all 
these evolutions have transformed the family structure, filiation and, consequently, 
the families that make up our society.

Six scenarios presented here in comic form explain the uniqueness of each one 
and its links of filiation and transmission.

A little book to talk about differences, to help children to understand family links in 
an open and pluralistic society...

So that each and every child feels good in their family!

Illustrator
ISABELLE MAROGER
Isabelle Maroger, a graduate of the Ecole Émile-Cohl, works 
regularly for children’s magazines and books (Milan, Lito, Hatier…). 
She loves creating images and comics that make people laugh. 
In parallel, she gives comic art lessons to children from 8 to15 in 
Lyons, where she currently lives.

Author
STEPHANIE DUVAL
Stéphanie Duval, a former editorial secretary on Astrapi, lives in the 
Basque country. She knows the character Lulu inside out as she 
regularly writes the scenarios of her adventures in the magazine. 
She is also a children’s author for Bayard Editions.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 260 mm
80 pages
11,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION J'apprivoise mes émotions !
Benjamin PERRIER / Nadège Larcher / Marcel Gnoux / Aurélie 
Grand

10 tests to learn to control your emotions with advice from 
psychologists on how to react in sensitive situations.

Key Features
• The expertise of a psychologist, a trainer in compassionate communication

• Already published: Je me débrouille tout seul ! and J'ai confiance en moi !

Contents
Anger, jealousy, shame, pride, sadness…

How can we make the best of life with all these emotions seething inside us?

Ten tests on ten pages of games and activities (a mood face, Yoga poses, making 
an anger box, etc.) and a parents’ notebook to conclude with some ideas and 
advice for adults.

Author
Benjamin PERRIER
Pascale Perrier, who lives in the Paris region, was a secondary 
school librarian before devoting herself to writing children’s books.

Author
Nadège Larcher

Illustrator
Marcel Gnoux

Illustrator
Aurélie Grand



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 260 mm
80 pages
11,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION J'ai confiance en moi !
Gwénaëlle BOULET / Marcel Gnoux / Juliette BAILY / Nadège 
Larcher

Second title in the series “Mes cahiers pour bien grandir”. 

10 tests to get to know yourself, with advice from a psychia-
trist to build your self-confidence!

Key Features
• A favourite theme in the book shops: self-confidence

• 80 pages of activities and tests to learn how to build self-esteem

• A specialist psychologist’s advice

• A booklet + a test for parents to create complicity with their child.

Contents
Self-confidence is an essential factor to construct personality. It is built on three 
pillars: 

- the child becomes aware of their value; 

- the child develops self-confidence, they are “capable”; 

- the child is worthy of love and capable of loving in return. 

Through ten texts and lots of games, this notebook to be filled in with a pencil 
helps the child to accept themselves and adapt to changes and new situations in 
daily life.     

Author
Gwénaëlle BOULET

Illustrator
Marcel Gnoux

Illustrator
Juliette BAILY

Author
Nadège Larcher



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 260 mm
80 pages
11,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD  

NON FICTION Mon cahier pour bien grandir

10 tests to get to know yourself, with advice from specialists 
to help you grow up!

Key Features
• 80 pages of activities

• A booklet for parents + a test to do with your child to build complicity

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

J'ai confiance en moi !

J'apprivoise mes émotions !

Je me débrouille tout seul !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

195 x 290 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Stop aux violences sexuelles 
faites aux enfants
Marie SPENALE / Gwénaëlle BOULET / DELPHINE SAULIERE

A comic book approach to explain this subject in simple terms 
to 6–9-year-olds. The stories were written with the guidance 
of professionals working with children and associations, to 
explain without creating guilt or traumas.

Key Features
• A book to share: a topic which affects too many children. It is estimated that 20 
000 under-aged are victims of sexual abuse in France only

• The subject is treated in comics

Contents
This book presents six everyday situations where children are potential victims of 
aggressors. The latter are adults known to the children, because in 90% of true 
cases, the victim does know the aggressor: a sports coach who asks for a massage, 
a would-be player of a video game who acts on the Internet, an uncle asking his 
niece for hugs when her mother isn’t there… In each situation, the child learns the 
right attitude to adopt in order to avoid the danger: talking, calling the help num-
bers available, making a complaint to the police...

Illustrator
Marie SPENALE

Author
Gwénaëlle BOULET

Author
DELPHINE SAULIERE



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

195 x 285 mm
72 pages
14,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION L'égalité filles-garçons pas bête
SANDRA LABOUCARIE / STEPHANIE DUVAL / PASCALl 
LEMAITRE

A book on equality between girls and boys to fight against 
preconceived ideas and stereotypes.

Key Features
• An original approach to a topical theme:

How to educate girls so that they take control of their lives and boys to prevent 
sexist attitudes.

• Both genders must be made aware of equality and stereotypes.

Contents
One day, will girls and boys be equal? Is it true that boys are stronger? How did 
women win the right to vote? Do boys have the right to cry? Are there any woman 
presidents? Why are some girls called “tomboys” and some boys called “sissies”? 
Who are more intelligent: boys or girls?

Why do we see naked women in advertising?...

Based on authentic children’s questions, this book explores the differences 
between the sexes: What is a boy? What is a girl? What are their roles in life? How 
is sexual identity constructed? Is gender a social construction or a natural pheno-
menon?...

This book teaches children to know themselves better, respect others, accept each 
person’s uniqueness and sweep away deeply rooted clichés!

With doubles-page portraits of men and women who have fought for equality 
between the sexes. Author

SANDRA LABOUCARIE
Sandra Laboucarie, who lives near Toulouse, is a journalist and 
works regularly for Milan Presse (Julie, 1 jour 1 actu) and Bayard 
Presse (Phosphore, Okapi). In book publishing, she writes non-
fiction for Tourbillon, Bayard Editions and Nathan.

Author
STEPHANIE DUVAL
Stéphanie Duval, a former editorial secretary on Astrapi, lives in the 
Basque country. She knows the character Lulu inside out as she 
regularly writes the scenarios of her adventures in the magazine. 
She is also a children’s author for Bayard Editions.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

185 x 287 mm
80 pages
14,90 €
From 7 years old

Brazilian, Chinese (Simplified), 
Dutch, Flemish, Korean, Russian, 
Spanish (World), Turkish

BAYARD  

NON FICTION Questions pas bêtes

Picture books to teach children to think for themselves, to 
frge their own opinions, to be open to discussion on a great 
variety of subjects like music, science, death, life, friendship, 
money, fear, religion, beauty, justice, laughter, growing old

Key Features
• About 40 such questions are answered in each book, through a funny, up-beat 
approach.

• Beautiful illustrations, laced with humour, deepen the child's understanding...

• The series made a strong impression on booksellers.

Contents

Number of titles available : 7

L'univers pas bête

L'égalité filles-garçons pas bête

Les grandes questions philo 2 pour les 7 à 107 ans

Musique pas bête

Pense pas bête T.1 - Les grandes questions philo des 7/11 ans

Pense pas bête T.2 - Les grandes questions philo des 7/11 ans

Sciences pas bêtes



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

157 x 210 mm
96 pages
10,90 €
From 11 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION On se dit tout entre filles
Sandrine POUVERREAU / Anne-olivia MESSANA

Okapi’s flagship feature: readers’ letters at last in a book!

Key Features
• A favourite feature of Okapi – the leading mag for 11-15-year-olds (592 000 rea-
ders).

• Love, friends, body and mind… All the key themes of the early teens and puberty 
in the form of questions.

• Clear reassuring answers with a touch of humour penned by an Okapi journalist, 
a specialist in the teenage years.

• Advice, fun and satire!

Contents
“Tell it all between girls!” has been a favourite Okapi column for about twenty years. 
It’s one of the mag’s flagship features. Readers love it and their parents learn a lot 
too. 

Every month, Sandrine Pouverreau answers about a hundred emails and letters 
from schoolgirls. There are all kinds of questions about puberty, calls for help, angry 
outcries, fits of the blues… During these adolescent years, when everything is chan-
ging in body and mind, girls and boys ask countless questions.    

With a touch of humour to approach tricky problems, Sandrine Pouverreau replies 
with sensitivity and empathy. A big sister figure, someone to trust, she shows tea-
ching skills, gives advice to handle little ups and downs of daily life as well as pos-
sible. The comforting answers and Anne- Olivia Messana’s irresistible illustrations 
make this book a must!   Author

Sandrine POUVERREAU
Sandrine POUVERREAU is a journalist used to work for France Soir, 
where she dealt with subjects related to employment. She then 
moved on to the Zelig agency. For fifteen years, she worked for 
Phosphore magazine, specialising in youth, career guidance and 
education. Today she deals with youth and culture related topics 
for the Okapi magazine. 

Illustrator
Anne-olivia MESSANA



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 240 mm
56 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Apollo 11
Stéphane Douay / Félix Elvis

A new non-fiction series – 100% comic – to learn about 
science, history, the world… from the age of eight

Key Features
• A title to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first step on the Moon.Condoned 
by an expert on the subject, a specialist in space geopolitics at the CNRS.

• Lots of information!We follow everything from "Apollo 11" through the eyes of 
children camped in front of Cap Kennedy and who have experienced the takeoff 
closely.

Contents
A new non-fiction series – 100% comic – to learn about science, history, the 
world… from the age of eight

Illustrator
Stéphane Douay

Félix Elvis
Pascal Brioist is a medieval historian.
Félix Elvis (44) is a script and story writer. He works for Dupuis, 
Urban China and Milan. He writes popular science for the CEA, 
Inserm and Utopiales. He also gives intensive lessons in narration 
at the Ecole de Design in Nantes, and explored digital comics 
when creating the Atelier Capsule group.    



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

19 x 24 mm
56 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN  

NON FICTION Les docs BD

A new non-fiction series – 100% comic – to learn about 
science, history, the world… from the age of eight.

Key Features
• A theme kids can’t resist: knights in the Middle Ages. Approved by a historian spe-
cialised in medieval times.

• Lots of information

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Apollo 11

Chevaliers de la guerre de Cent Ans



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

235 x 300 mm
48 pages
14,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Mission Lune - Une odyssée 
humaine
David Marchand / Guillaume Morellec / Guillaume Prevot

A non-fiction picture book with sumptuous illustrations, wor-
thy of a celebration! The 50th anniversary of man’s first steps 
on the Moon and the conquest of space.

Key Features
• An exhaustive illustrated book that shows all the stages in the conquest of the 
moon.

• Luminous illustrations by Guillaume Morellec (illustrator of the covers of Autopsie 
and the Grisha books) show the poignant moments in man’s conquest of the 
moon, based on the famous Nasa photos.

• The two authors – research development engineers in physics and astronomy, 
specialists of the subject - bring reflection, precision and personal involvement to 
the text.

Contents
A non-fiction picture book with sumptuous illustrations, worthy of a celebration! 
The 50th anniversary of man’s first steps on the Moon and the conquest of space.

Author
David Marchand

Illustrator
Guillaume Morellec

Author
Guillaume Prevot



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

170 x 240 mm
36 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

Korean

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Monsieur Lion s'habille
Britta Teckentrup

Mr Lion is invited to a party, will he find the perfect outfit?

Key Features
• A funny picture book that introduces young children to laughter and running 
gags, with a monkey who plays tricks and a lovable big lion.

• Great success of the first picture book with the same hero, Mr.Lion at the 
Hairdresser’s, published in 2012 and already reprinted.

Contents
Mr. Lion is invited to a party...

He has to find something to wear! His three-piece suit? His clown costume, how 
about high heels?

Poor Mr. Lion... he tries a new look on each double page! 

Fun for the youngest readers... and the older ones!

Author, Illustrator
Britta Teckentrup
Britta TECKENTRUP is a German artist, author and illustrator. 
She studied at St Martin’sCollege of Art and the Royal College of 
Art in London. She exhibits regularly in fairs allaround the world. 
She has written and illustrated more than 30 books for children, 
amongthem, in France, titles in Hatier’s ‘Mon très grand imagier’ 
series, and for Bayard, Maxicherche et trouve - Dans la ville.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 255 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Les larmes
SIBYLLE DELACROIX

Everyone cries. Boys and girls, and adults too sometimes. 

Quiet little tears and big noisy ones… This picture book is 
about tears, an unusual subject treated with sensitivity.

Key Features
• Sibylle Delacroix’s new picture book.

• Once again, we discover her remarkable illustrations in pencil and duotone.

• To accept tears, simply and without stress.

• A poetic, sensitive story that makes you feel good!

Contents
“Sometimes, when you’re hurt inside, it overflows into your eyes and you cry.”

Everybody cries. Girls, boys, and sometimes adults too. 

Quiet little tears and big noisy ones… 

With delicate touches, Sibylle Delacroix explores these difficult times when you feel 
as though you’re sinking… yet they free us, and we feel lighter afterwards. A picture 
book with lots of tenderness on an almost taboo theme, tears. 

Author
SIBYLLE DELACROIX
Sibylle Delacroix, born in Brussels in 1974, lives in Revel in 
Haute-Garonne. After graduating from the École de Recherche 
Graphique in Brussels, she has worked as an illustrator and graphic 
designer since 2000, in particular illustrating classic tales for 
Duculot. Bayard published her children’s books: "Les p’tits noms," 
"J’ai peur," "Ronchonette Cocolle," and "Blanche hait la nuit," as 
well as the Cléo series.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

170 x 330 mm
48 pages
13,90 €
From 4 years old

Italian

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS L'étoile de Robin
Philip Giordano

Robin is lovable,but his head is always in the clouds.The other 
mountain goats spend their days challenging each other but 
Robin prefers to explore the mountains.

Key Features
• This tale treats universal themes with compassion:difference, transmission and 
mutual assistance.

Contents
Robin is lovable, but his head is always in the clouds. The other mountain goats 
spend their days challenging each other but Robin prefers to explore the moun-
tains. One day, he decides to leave his herd and make his dream come true: to 
climb to the highest summit, above the clouds…

Author, Illustrator
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the 
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, 
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 270 mm
96 pages
16,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Imaginier
HERVE TULLET

Hervé Tullet’s Imaginier: a picture book that’s brimming with 
imagination and pictures for you to dream up!

Key Features
• A most unusual picture book – and generous too (96 pages).

• Words to live, drive, open, discover, dream…

• An explosion of shapes and colours.

• A rich, delightful graphic universe.

Contents
This imaginary picture book contains a whole world of objects and ideas to look 
at and tell. 

Here, we find figures, trips, the universe, animals, the town, vehicles, the home, 
food, clothes, tools and nature. 

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

175 x 250 mm
88 pages
14,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Des trous dans le vent
Aurélie Guillerey / Bernard Friot

“Poems are holes in the wind. Let’s fill those holes with 
confetti, laughter, surprises and invisible fears. Then we can 
give them as presents, share them, again and again”.

Key Features
• An interactive picture book made up of 20 games to learn good manners and the 
rules of polite behaviour.

Contents
“Poems are holes in the wind. Let’s fill those holes with confetti, laughter, surprises 
and invisible fears. Then we can give them as presents, share them, again and 
again”.

Illustrator
Aurélie Guillerey

Author
Bernard Friot



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

179 x 210 mm
24 pages
8,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Bienvenue à Filouville, Tome 01 : 
Le voleur de rêves
M. TAN / Aurore Damant

The first title of the new series from Mr. Tan and Aurore Da-
mant : the universe of 'Filous du CP" (Tu lis, je lis) in a picture 
book, where we discover life in the village of Filouville and the 
families of animals.

Key Features
• A series of picture books for 3-year-olds inspired by the popular early readers 
series "Les Filous du CP"

• Mr. Tan (Mortelle Adèle) and Aurore Damant (La famille royale, Gallimard 
Jeunesse), a perfect combination to invent an irresistible universe at the crossroads 
of poetry and cartoon.

• Life in a community of animal families.

Contents
This morning, Malo is impatient to tell his friends about his dream. But when he 
starts to tell them… impossible to remember all the details! He and his pals are cer-
tain: there’s a dream-thief in Filouville! The children decide to start an investigation.

Author
M. TAN
Mr Tan, born Antoine Dol, writes fiction. He has published novels 
for the young with Editions Sarbacane and Acte Sud Junior, and 
comics for the press and books. Tourbillon publishes his Wizz 
Gagng, illustrated by Baptiste Amsallem and Mortelle Adèle.

Illustrator
Aurore Damant
Aurore Damant graduated from the prestigious Les Gobelins 
school. Six years ago, she started specializing in character design. 
Inspired by American cartoons of the 1950s, she became a creator 
of animated series for studios in Paris and California. For her 
illustrations, she loves to develop modern, strong designs.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

179 x 210 mm
24 pages
8,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD  

PICTURE BOOKS Bienvenue à Filouville

A new series from Mr. Tan and Aurore Damant: the universe of 
‘Filous du CP’ (Tu lis je lis) in a picture book, where we disco-
ver life in the village of Filouville and the families of animals.

Key Features
• A series of picture books for 3-year-olds inspired by the popular early readers 
series, ‘Les filous du CP’

• Mr. Tan (Mortelle Adèle) and Aurore Damant (La famille royale, Gallimard 
Jeunesse), a perfect combination to invent an irresistible universe at the crossroads 
of poetry and cartoon.

• Life in a community of animal families

• Each title recounts one investigation

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Le voleur de rêves

Les milles vies de Monsieur Poulpe



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

232 x 265 mm
288 pages
19,90 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Le feuilleton d'Artémis
OLIVIA SAUTREUIL / MURIELLE SZAC

After Theseus, Hermes and Ulysses, Murielle Szac’s new se-
ries honours the goddess of nature and hunting - one of the 
most famous in mythology.

Key Features
• A strong, affirmative heroine, free and intuitive, a woman who refuses to follow 
pre-ordained paths to make her own way between the whims of the Gods and 
human dramas.

Contents
When she was hardly born, Artemis helped her mother Leto to give birth to her 
twin brother Apollo. Zeus, her father, gave her the mission of watching over births 
and made her the goddess of nature and hunting. She preferred to live far from 
Olympus and all its intrigues, so she chose a life in the wild, supported by the 
centaur Chiron. Among her missions, the one she held most dear was supporting 
teenagers in their passage into adult life. Formidable characters frequent this free 
woman, the opportunity to observe the multiple facets of the feminine and the 
masculine.

Illustrator
OLIVIA SAUTREUIL
Olivia Sautreuil lives and works in Brussels. Graduate of Central 
Saint Martins in London, she became a designer and illustrator 
for the press and publishers. A keen screen-printer, she did the 
illustrations for Bestioles on her own press in her workshop in 
Brussels. This is her first illustrated book.

Author
MURIELLE SZAC
Murielle Szac was born in Lyon in 1964. Always a lover of words, 
she became a writer and journalist and was for many years editor-
in-chief of the magazines Popi, Tralalire and Belles Histoires. So 
she knows the world of tiny tots inside out, as well as school, 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 195 mm
80 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Éloi et Dagobert, Tome 01 : Un 
nouveau voisin rue des Poteaux
François  Maumont / Rémi Chaurand

A story full of laughs that whisks readers back to the day Da-
gobert and Eloi first met. One is a hyperactive nosy parker, 
the other more poised - even a bit of a fuss pot – but the two 
are equally pig-headed!

Key Features
• An enjoyable, lively story

• Fun-filled adventures of everyday life

Contents
In this new series, Rémi Chaurand recounts the daily adventures of two children as 
alike as chalk and cheese – the most unlikely pair of friends. The well-paced chap-
ters are enriched by François Maumont’s funny illustrations to reveal all the hilarity 
of Dagobert and Eloi’s friendship.

A second tome forthcoming in May 2019.

Illustrator
François  Maumont

Author
Rémi Chaurand



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 195 mm
80 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Éloi et Dagobert, Tome 02 : 
Mystère rue des Poteaux
François  Maumont / Rémi Chaurand

A story full of laughs that whisks readers back to the day Da-
gobert and Eloi first met. One is a hyperactive nosy parker, 
the other more poised - even a bit of a fuss pot – but the two 
are equally pig-headed!

Key Features
• An enjoyable, lively story.

• Fun-filled adventures of everyday life

Contents
In this new series, Rémi Chaurand recounts the daily adventures of two children as 
alike as chalk and cheese – the most unlikely pair of friends. The well-paced chap-
ters are enriched by François Maumont’s funny illustrations to reveal all the hilarity 
of Dagobert and Eloi’s friendship.

A second tome forthcoming in May 2019.

Illustrator
François  Maumont

Author
Rémi Chaurand



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
64 pages
6,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Enquêtes à la montagne !

A new series with a rich potential in emotion: the investiga-
tions of a little girl and her wolfdog in the Alpine village where 
they live.

Key Features
• Each book recounts a little mystery in the spirit of a modern “Heidi”

• Lovable, mischievous heroes from everyday life: family, friends, school, village 
life, etc.

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Disparition mystérieuse au refuge !

Qui sème la pagaille à Marcoz ?



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 195 mm
96 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Des vacances bien pourries (ou 
ma théorie sur les dominos)
Oriol Vidal / Séverine Vidal

How does a “friendship for life” begin? Nothing could be 
simpler: a cascade of bad luck, mini-catastrophes and really 
weird accidents.

Key Features
• A light-hearted story with hidden depths.

• Séverine Vidal’s talent has often won her awards: the Chronos prize for Quelqu'un 
qu'on aime, the Gulli prize for Nos coeurs tordus, and Pëppo was shortlisted for 
many prizes.

• Oriol Vidal’s delicate illustrations.

Contents
How does a “friendship for life” begin? Nothing could be simpler: a cascade of bad 
luck, mini-catastrophes and really weird accidents.

Illustrator
Oriol Vidal

Author
Séverine Vidal
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies, 
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the 
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's 
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for 
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture 
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

135 x 200 mm
144 pages
9,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION John et le royaume d'en bas

So you think that moles and earthworms are the only crea-
tures that live under the earth! Wrong. There is a tiny creature 
– just a few centimetres, which needs lots of courage and a 
sense of humour to make its place in the underworld!

Key Features
• A delightfully zany series that blends an exploration of origins and a fascinating 
look at the secret life in our gardens.

• Suspense, humour and reliable documentation.

• Juliette Baily’s illustrations, thoroughly modern and full of humour.

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

John et le royaume d'en bas

John et le royaume d'en bas 2



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 195 mm
72 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Les Quinzebille, Tome 01 : À 
taaable !
Rémi Chaurand / Laurent Simon

A new series – welcome to the zany universe of the Quinze-
bille family who make every daily task totally original!

Key Features
• Family life full of fantasy, imagination and fun!

• Capricious characters – a touch of piquant in everyday life

Contents
The Quinzebille family consists of two parents, four children, two cats and a dog. 
A family just like any other! Except for one little detail… they are ALL completely 
whacky! (Yes, even the dog!)In their house, even preparing a meal becomes an 
obstacle race, a weekend’s holiday is an exploit… and all the more laughs for rea-
ders.

Author
Rémi Chaurand

Illustrator
Laurent Simon



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 195 mm
112 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Super-victime de l'injustice 
mondiale
Lucie Bryon / Claire Clement-Gery

It’s a well-known fact – all parents do is punish. But when 
children do silly things – they don’t do them deliberately! It’s 
the greatest injustice in the world. And if there’s one thing 
Alban cannot stand, it’s injustice.

Key Features
• A child’s eye view of injustice

• By a reputed children’s author

• Lucie Bryon’s madcap illustrations

Contents
Alban has been punished AGAIN! It’s true that he’s been up to mischief (again), 
broken a window, the TV, crushed his little brother’s hand and ruined his mother’s 
new blouse… but, HE DIDN’T DO IT DELIBERATELY! This time it’s too much - Alban 
decides to run away. He won’t go very far – just to the shack he built with his chum, 
Mounir. From now on, the shack is the HQ of VICTIMS OF INJUSTICE WORLD 
WIDE, children like him. But soon, KNOCK KNOCK! There’s someone at the door. 
Who can it be? 

One by one, all Alban’s family prove to him that they too are the victims of injus-
tice… 

Illustrator
Lucie Bryon

Author
Claire Clement-Gery
Claire Clement is a feature editor with Bayard’s J’aime lire Max 
magazine and the author of several series. She has received many 
literary prizes for her novels



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

140 x 205 mm
160 pages
12,90 €
From 10 years old

MILAN

FICTION Les romans ateliers, Tome 02 : 
Un été de gourmandise, d'amour 
et de vie
Bernard Friot

A year has gone by, Marion and Kev have grown up and their 
feelings too. This year, the leisure centre workshop has chan-
ged: cooking has replaced poetry…

Key Features
• Second title in Bernard Friot’s series "Les Romans ateliers". After poetry, it’s time 
for cooking.

• A story about friendship and harmony shows the pleasure of creating and sharing 
a favourite dish: curiosity, friendship, discovering the flavours of the world with the 
children’s family favourite recipes.

Contents
A year has gone by, Marion and Kev have grown up and their feelings too. This year, 
the leisure centre workshop has changed: cooking has replaced poetry…

Author
Bernard Friot



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

123 x 178 mm
112 pages
6,90 €
From 9 years old

BAYARD  

FICTION Maléfice sur Rome

A captivating new series for the 9-10-year-olds blends his-
tory and fantasy. A cross between a peplum like Ben Hur and 
Night of the Zombies!

Key Features
• Two themes that never fail: history and mythology.

• Momentum, adventure and emotion… In this series, it’s suspense from the first 
page to the last – not just at the end of each book, but at the end of every chapter!

• There’s a non-fiction part at the end, to learn all the facts.

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

D'entre les morts

Le murmure des masques

Les ombres de la nuit



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

155 x 230 mm
240 pages
14,90 €
From 14 years old

MILAN

FICTION Acid Summer
Christophe Lambert / Bene Rohlmann

Woodstock, 1969. 18-year-old John is hunting for the beauti-
ful Penelope in the vast, bustling crowd at the biggest festival 
in the history of rock music. An epic adventure that makes him 
question his utopias in the light of "Peace and Love" America.

Key Features
• A publishing event to mark the 50th anniversary of the festival of Woodstock, 
August 2019.

• A precious document about the history of Woodstock, and the late 60s.

• Several problematics specific to the teenage years: sex, love, drugs and rock'n roll.

Contents
John meets Penelope on his way to Woodstock but she disappears in the crowd. 
As a procession of artists perform on stage, John meets a Vietnam veteran, a mem-
ber of the Black Panthers and a certain Janis Joplin… A Hippie odyssey.

Author
Christophe Lambert
Christophe Lambert, fascinated by the cinema, has made several 
short films, worked for television and run video workshops in high 
schools. Nowadays, he spends most of his time writing and has 
published novels in a wide range of genres - historical novels, 
thrillers, fantasy, and science fiction - for a variety of publishing 
houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan, and Fleuve Noir).

Illustrator
Bene Rohlmann



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

170 x 170 mm
44 pages
10,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

RELIGION Je prie de tout mon corps
Lygie Blaudet-Condomines / Alice Gravier

The Tiny Tots’ Path

The children’s way to combine inner awareness and spiri-
tuality, this picture book with thumb index offers five themes 
showing children how to prepare, body and heart, for prayer.

Key Features
• Mindfulness, adapted for Christian prayer : “prayer with full presence”.

• To help parents support their children as they discover their inner universe and 
their ability to concentrate.

Contents
Theme presentation: 

1) A movement of bodily awakening

2) Time for breathing 

3) Time to listen to the Word 

4) Conclusion. 

Themes: 

“I make the sign of the cross” 

“I am a wondrous thing”

“In my inner home”

“The little tree”

“A maker of peace”. 
Author
Lygie Blaudet-Condomines

Illustrator
Alice Gravier



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

205 x 235 mm
32 pages
10,90 €
From 6 years old

BAYARD  

RELIGION En chemin avec Jésus 

How can Jesus be a life companion to a young child today?

“En chemin avec Jésus”, a new series for 6-8-year-olds, 
shows how the values in the Gospels are still topical today.

Key Features
• The themes in this series evoke emotions and our awareness of the other. A 
totally new approach, talking about Jesus in terms of his emotions

Contents

Number of titles available : 2

Jésus et l'accueil

Jésus et la joie



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 190 mm
18 pages
10,90 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

RELIGION Le bon Berger
ELODIE MAUROT / Sébastien Braun

Psalm 22 encourages the child to place their trust in the She-
pherd who loves them tenderly, a companion in all their joys 
and pains.

Key Features

Contents
Psalm 22 encourages the child to place their trust in the Shepherd who loves them 
tenderly, a companion in all their joys and pains.

Author
ELODIE MAUROT

Illustrator
Sébastien Braun



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 237 mm
328 pages
22,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

RELIGION La Bible - Grands récits et 
personnages
JUDITH GUEYFIER-GEGAT / HELENE GEORGES / BENEDICTE 
JEANCOURT-GALIGNANI / ELODIE MAUROT

In this new Bayard Jeunesse Bible, we discover the Bible 
through its characters and their relationship with God.

Key Features
• The Old and New Testaments, an in-house creation, richly illustrated.

• A perfect communion gift.

• Each chapter concludes with an analysis: “What this story tells us”.

• The Bible reviewed and approved by a Biblicist and the SNCC (National Service for 
Catechism and Catechumenate).

Contents
25 episodes from the Old Testament; 25 episodes from the New Testament.

The CREATION of the World; ADAM and EVE, the beginning of history; CAIN 
and ABEL, the enemy brothers; NOAH, the rainbow man; BABEL; ABRAHAM, the 
man who walked with God; ISAAC and his two sons; JACOB, God’s adventurer; 
JOSEPH, the man who succeeded; JOSEPH and his brothers, the path to forgive-
ness; MOSES, a baby saved from the waters; RUTH, the faithful stranger; SAMUEL 
the boy called by God; DAVID God’s champion; SALOMON the wise king; TOBIT 
saved by the angel; JOB faces misery; ISAIAH, God’s poet; JEREMIAH, a lonely 
prophet; ESTHER; HOSEA; JONAS the rebellious prophet.

MARY, the woman who said yes; SIMON and ANNE enlightened by God; JOHN, the 
man who baptised Jesus; the DEVIL, the man who tempted Jesus; The PARALYTIC, 
a new beginning; The DEAF MUTE - a new life opens; JAIRUS’S DAUGHTER raised 
from the dead; The BÉATITUDES for perfect joy; The LITTLE SEED, a promise of 
happiness; LOVE cures all ills; The SAMARITAIN helps the wounded man; The 
MASTER and his SERVANTS, thousands of talents; The FATHER and his TWO SONS 
unconditional love; PETER, JAMES and JOHN, first-hand witnesses; OUR FATHER, 
a prayer for God; ZACHAEUS the man whose life was changed; MARTHA and 
MARY, faithful friends; The MERCHANTS in the TEMPLE think they are all-power-
ful; A FAIR KING in spite of appearances; The DISCIPLES serving each other; The 
EUCHARIST; JUDAS the friend who betrays Jesus; MARY MAGDALINE from tears 
to joy; THOMAS can’t believe his eyes ; the PILGRIMS AT EMMAUS announce the 
good news.

Illustrator
JUDITH GUEYFIER-GEGAT

Illustrator
HELENE GEORGES

Author
BENEDICTE JEANCOURT-GALIGNANI

Author
ELODIE MAUROT
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